2. Freedom of Speech — Compelled Subsidization. — 2011 was, in many respects, the year of union politics. Sweeping into statehouses and legislatures after the November 2010 elections, a victorious coalition of conservatives promised transformative cutbacks to the rights and benefits of organized labor.\(^1\) The most dramatic ensuing battle played out in Wisconsin, which enacted a law depriving the majority of public sector workers of “most of [their] rights” to unionize.\(^2\) And Indiana became the first state in over a decade to enact “right to work” legislation, already on the books in twenty-two other states.\(^3\) “Right to work” laws outlaw agency-shop arrangements, which require even workers who decline to join a union to pay dues.\(^4\) Agency shops in public sector workplaces received constitutional sanction in 1977’s *Abood v. Detroit Board of Education*,\(^5\) although the Supreme Court recognized that the First Amendment forbids unions from requiring nonmembers to subsidize union political speech.\(^6\) Under *Abood’s* follow-up case, *Chicago Teachers Union, Local No. 1 v. Hudson*,\(^7\) unions may satisfy this limit on compelled subsidization by annually providing nonmembers notice of the dues and a chance to opt out of funding union political activities.\(^8\)

Last Term, against the backdrop of this “ongoing, intense political debate,”\(^9\) the Supreme Court held in *Knox v. Service Employees International Union, Local 1000*\(^10\) that when public sector unions charge special midyear fees, they must go further than providing a new notice and opt-out opportunity. Instead, unions may procure funds from nonmembers only if those nonmembers affirmatively opt in to the special contribution.\(^11\) Although the majority stood on solid doctrinal footing in assuming that the state possessed no legitimate interest that would satisfy “exacting First Amendment scrutiny,”\(^12\) its decision inadequately substantiated its threshold assumption that opt-out condi-
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tions meaningfully burden First Amendment rights. This strident opposition to an opt-out framework reflects the broadening of the rationale for constitutionally restricting compelled-subsidy regimes. The Court has seemingly jettisoned a narrow focus on protecting individual objectors in favor of an effort to safeguard the “marketplace of ideas” from the distorting impact of government orders to subsidize private speech.

In September 2005, Edward Dobrowolski, a California state employee who had refused to become a union member, received a letter from Local 1000 of the Service Employees International Union (SEIU). The notice informed Dobrowolski that the SEIU would temporarily withdraw 0.25% of his monthly paycheck on top of the ordinary monthly dues charged to all employees. Just days before, the union’s governing council had approved the special assessment as a measure to finance its “Political Fight Back Fund” in response to two anti-union ballot initiatives.

Dobrowolski was confused. Just months earlier, he had received the annual notice required by *Hudson* (his “*Hudson* notice”). At the time, he had chosen to exercise his constitutional right not to cede a portion of his paycheck to fund political expenses unassociated with “tasks of negotiating and administering a collective-bargaining agreement.” *Abood* had condoned compelled support of these tasks as essential to thwart free-rider obstacles to the successful formation of unions, which wrest a significant, though potentially declining, wage premium for represented employees.

Skimming his *Hudson* notice, Dobrowolski would have read that in 2004, the union had expended 56.35% of its resources on chargeable receipts and the remainder on political activities. Though “imperfect,” the method the Court approved in *Hudson* permits unions to rely upon the previous year’s expenditure breakdown as the basis for setting the next year’s agency fees. In 2005, Dobrowolski thus paid 56.35% of the ordinary annual fee. And “[a]s a consolation” from the SEIU, he and other nonmembers who had opted out of annual politi-
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cal charges in 2005 saw their contributions to the special assessment reduced to the same 56.35% share.\textsuperscript{23}

Joining with similarly aggrieved state employees, Dobrowolski launched a class action on behalf of all nonunion workers, both nonmembers like him who had opted out of annual political contributions and others who had declined to opt out.\textsuperscript{24} In 2008, a federal district court held narrowly that, in part because the SEIU’s special assessment “depart[ed] drastically from its typical spending regime . . . to focus on activities that were political,”\textsuperscript{25} the union should have provided a fresh notice with the chance for nonmembers to opt out.\textsuperscript{26}

The Ninth Circuit reversed.\textsuperscript{27} Writing for the panel, Judge Thomas concluded that the “balancing test”\textsuperscript{28} in \textit{Hudson} required no further action on the SEIU’s part because even if an objector like Dobrowolski effectively sponsored union political speech in 2005, the \textit{Hudson} method, “never [predicated on] more than a prediction,” assumed his overall liability would “even out over time” with underpayments in later years.\textsuperscript{29} Judge Wallace dissented, construing \textit{Hudson} as a procedural floor, adequate only insofar as nonmembers could accurately forecast union spending plans.\textsuperscript{30}

The Supreme Court reversed.\textsuperscript{31} Starting from the perspective that \textit{Abood}’s reliance on foiling free-rider problems to justify agency-shop regimes represented “an anomaly” in First Amendment law,\textsuperscript{32} Justice Alito — in a passage that has led some commentators to predict that the Court may eventually enshrine “right to work” policies as constitutional dogma\textsuperscript{33} — disclaimed an interest in “revis[iting] today whether” \textit{Abood} and its progeny “have given adequate recognition to . . . critical First Amendment rights.”\textsuperscript{34} The majority then found the SEIU’s handling of the special assessment insufficient even under \textit{Hudson}’s permissive standard. Like Judge Wallace in dissent, the majority found that \textit{Hudson} stands for the principle that nonmember employees must receive “a fair opportunity” to assess the impact of paying for
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nonchargeable union activities” so as “to make an informed choice.”35 Yet in June 2010, when nonmember workers received their annual Hudson notices, they could not have anticipated union efforts to defeat the two ballot propositions.36 Fully informed, these nonmembers may have had an incentive to opt out when they otherwise would not have bothered.37 The Court further held that even workers like Dobrowolski who had paid only 56.35% of the special fee suffered a First Amendment injury because of the “risk that, at the end of the year, [they might] have paid” a portion of the union’s political expenses.38

The majority then drew a line in the sand. Dissatisfied with the prospect of meting out an “additional burden” on First Amendment rights beyond the opt-out procedure for annual dues, Justice Alito could find “no way to justify . . . imposing yet another opt-out requirement to collect special fees whenever the union desires.”39 Without explicitly reaffirming Hudson, the majority assumed that its opt-out framework for annual fee setting remained on defensible constitutional ground.40 It then held that unions may levy special assessments upon only the nonmembers who affirmatively agree to contribute.41

Justice Sotomayor, joined by Justice Ginsburg, concurred in the judgment, agreeing with the majority only that nonmembers should have received notice and an opportunity to opt out of the special assessment.42 The focus of Justice Sotomayor’s opinion, however, was on lambasting Justice Alito’s decision for disregarding the Court’s rules by reaching out to resolve “significant constitutional issues not contained in the questions presented, briefed, or argued.”43 In particular, petitioner-employees requested only that the Court extend the Hudson opt-out rule to special assessments, not that it craft a new opt-in requirement.44
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Justice Breyer, along with Justice Kagan, dissented.\(^{45}\) The dissent emphasized that *Hudson* contemplated that sometimes nonmembers would contribute to a current year’s political activities but that aggregated over many years, over- and underpayments would roughly balance to equipoise.\(^{46}\) Objectors like Dobrowolski still financed only 56.35% of the SEIU’s total expenditures for 2005, and the dissent saw no reason to believe that any overpayment in 2005 would not be offset eventually.\(^{47}\) Justice Breyer conceded that for nonmembers who had not opted out initially, the case for a new chance to opt out was stronger.\(^{48}\) But ultimately, he concluded that forcing unions to undertake this costly administrative step was not constitutionally mandatory, particularly in light of the small likelihood that an apathetic nonmember would decide to object for the first time following the imposition of a special fee.\(^{49}\)

With the majority’s eyes trained on matters beyond the strict confines of the case, Justices Sotomayor and Breyer had little difficulty scoring easy points against Justice Alito’s decision. Moreover, the majority offered no defense of its opt-in requirement specifically tailored to special midyear assessments\(^{50}\) — a failure that almost certainly portends the extension of *Knox* to annual agency fees. But on its own terms, the majority’s antagonism toward opt-out conditions is more difficult to assail. Although the *Knox* majority neglected to undertake a careful justification of its threshold assumption that an opt-out condition actually burdened the First Amendment right against compelled subsidization, Justice Alito’s determination that the government lacked a legitimate interest in steering money toward union political activities was founded upon a solid doctrinal basis. Ultimately, the majority’s rush to mandate this opt-in framework was likely driven by its subscription to a sweeping marketplace-protection rationale for enforcing the compelled-subsidization doctrine.

The harshest criticism of *Knox* charges the majority with politicized decisionmaking and hostility to organized labor.\(^{51}\) Though avoiding the vituperative tone of this commentary, Justice Breyer’s dissent sketched the theoretical basis for such a critique by drawing upon Professors Cass Sunstein and Richard Thaler’s seminal work on “libertarian paternalism.”\(^{52}\) Sunstein and Thaler build upon advances
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in behavioral psychology that reveal a strong anchoring effect in which individuals often stick with predetermined policy choices. By setting default policies paired with opt outs, policymakers can advance regulatory goals by taking advantage of entrenched human indifference while preserving liberty for strong-minded individuals. Thus, so long as opt-out rights exist, setting defaults becomes simply a legislative tussle about who gets to reap the benefits of human inertia. Justice Breyer found this perspective no less germane to union fee setting and accordingly interpreted the majority as taking the indefensible step of intervening in this revenue-sorting contest.

The Knox majority evidently found this application of libertarian paternalism unpersuasive for two reasons: first, it interpreted the opt-out condition as a constitutionally cognizable burden, and second, it identified no legitimate government interest in boosting union political expenditures. This presumed inadequacy of the government interest was doctrinally unimpeachable. As propounded in Buckley v. Valeo and eventually reaffirmed in Citizens United v. FEC, the state may aver no legitimate interest in “equalizing” the abilities of different speakers to communicate their messages to the public. Although unions may be disadvantaged relative to their corporate counterparts in the political speech market, the government cannot burden First Amendment rights in a drive to correct that imbalance. And though a compromise preserving “play in the joints” between union and nonmember speech rights may appear tempting, the majority properly concluded that unions have no right to speak with nonmembers’ money.
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As a prima facie disposition, even the Court’s threshold assumption that an opt-out regime would burden First Amendment rights appears reasonable. Sunstein and Thaler, for example, understand opt outs as, ordinarily but not invariably, the least burdensome imposition along a continuum of restrictions on liberty — but an imposition nonetheless.\textsuperscript{64} And First Amendment jurisprudence has traditionally declined to vary the level of judicial scrutiny according to the degree of burden on speech rights.\textsuperscript{65} Yet given both the validation of opt outs in the related doctrinal field of compelled speech and the traditional basis for restricting compelled-subsidy regimes, the absence in \textit{Knox} of a more comprehensive defense of this assumption is surprising.

Longstanding precedent in the compelled-speech context has expressed comfort with opt-out requirements,\textsuperscript{66} and prior to \textit{Knox}, the Court had tendered greater constitutional protection to dissenters from compelled-speech obligations than to objectors to compelled-subsidy regimes, which do not necessarily force anyone to speak.\textsuperscript{67} Compelled-speech doctrine, however, may have overlooked the degree to which forcing dissenters to opt out actually undermines the constitutional value at stake. The Court’s compelled-speech precedents stand, at their core, for the principle that the government may not “prescribe what shall be orthodox” by ordering its citizens to endorse an oath or creed.\textsuperscript{68} Yet an opt-out obligation forces dissenters to identify themselves as outsiders and thereby may codify societal orthodoxy as effectively as compelling recital of a creed in the first place.\textsuperscript{69} These concerns could not have moved the \textit{Knox} majority directly: nonmembers opt out of agency fees in private, and they would already have suffered any social stigma associated with dissent from union solidarity at the time of declining membership. But solicitude for this cost of “outing” dissenters in the compelled-speech context may have allowed the majority to consider subsidy opt outs free of any doctrinal encumbrance.

Even within the parameters of compelled-subsidization doctrine, the \textit{Knox} majority’s dismissive treatment of an opt-out requirement was controvertible. Since \textit{Abood} first determined that compelled sub-
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sidization of private speech may abridge First Amendment rights, the
dominant rationale for the doctrine has been a hypothesis that, with
objection to forced contribution to religious orthodoxy as a baseline, the
government risks forcing an individual to violate her conscience
when it coerces her to support even nonreligious speech with which
she disagrees. In this regard, compelled-subsidization doctrine is
perhaps better understood as a secularized application of the Religion
Clauses than as a straightforward derivation from free-speech juris-
prudence. Nevertheless, the only persons potentially wronged by a
requirement to opt out of compelled financing schemes are those who
care too little — whose consciences are not sufficiently distressed — to
take the step of opting out. Coercion of conscience necessarily in-
volves more obtrusive government impingement than the imposition of
merely any burden. As borne out by debates among the Justices who
understand the Establishment Clause as a limit on coerced religious
practice, the line between coercion and limited interference may some-
times be difficult to draw, but an assumption underlying their dispute
is that an insubstantial burden cannot constitute coercion. And a
straightforward procedure for opting out does not plausibly rise to the
level of coercing unwilling nonmembers to fund union speech.

Opt-out conditions on financial-support requirements may even
solve a problem with the doctrinal underpinning of this line of cases.
Assuming abstractly that compelled subsidization necessarily abridges
freedom of conscience and therefore automatically burdens First
Amendment rights can lead to dramatically overbroad results — for
example, an order for a losing litigant to pay attorneys’ fees is a com-
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pelled subsidy, but few would expect it to trigger First Amendment scrutiny. Courts could examine whether a class of plaintiffs holds ideological convictions with fervor redolent of religious belief such that compelled subsidization would trench on the autonomy of conscience. But this enterprise forces courts to engage in subjective line drawing. By contrast, an opt-out mechanism encourages persons lugging wary consciences to request and receive a pass, signaling that no one has subsidized speech against her will and thereby offering courts a neutral alternative to such subjectivity.

The Knox majority’s indifference to the traditional conscience-shielding view of limits on compelled subsidization likely reflects a revised understanding of the doctrine as a restraint on government power to rig the marketplace of ideas by compelling Americans to subsidize “speech on the side that [the government] favors.” Though the marketplace analogy had long been “the most familiar metaphor in the First Amendment lexicon,” it was conspicuously missing from compelled-subsidy discourse until 2001, when Justice Kennedy’s majority opinion in United States v. United Foods, Inc. explained the threat of compelled subsidization to a freely functioning speech marketplace. The United Foods Court, however, went on to articulate a standard, repeated by the Knox majority, that permits compelled subsidization only when “there [is] a comprehensive regulatory scheme involving a ‘mandated association’ among those who are required to pay the subsidy,” and the subsidy obligation is a “necessary incident” of the larger regulatory scheme. Although United Foods seemed to back the market-protection rationale in the abstract, its approval of subsidy mandates linked to larger regulatory regimes must have been grounded in a perspective similar to the traditional conscience-shielding ratio-
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After all, anxiety about further government distortion of the marketplace of ideas should be at its peak when nonspeech regulation has collaterally stamped out ideational diversity, making audible dissent crucial.

Even beyond its troubled United Foods debut, the expanded role of the marketplace-protection rationale in compelled-subsidization law encounters pronounced doctrinal hiccups. For one, the Court has granted the government enormous latitude to subsidize private speech itself, likewise empowering the state to distort the marketplace in favor of ideas it prefers. Moreover, in rejecting “drown out” critiques of contemporary campaign-finance doctrine, the Court seemingly denied the notion that disproportionate dissemination of an idea may illegitimately enhance its ability to persuade listeners. Nevertheless, adopting this broad marketplace-protection lens, the Court would have had little reason to preoccupy itself with the degree of burden imposed on the plaintiffs so long as the subsidization mandate artificially boosted one side of a debate. And by steering nonmember payments to union treasuries, the opt-out framework in Knox certainly amplified the pro-union message.

Knox undoubtedly represents a watershed moment in the field of union campaign finance. But the decision may even spark claims for opt-in protections against other forms of compelled subsidization. Most government employees, for example, must pay into defined pension plans, which in turn purchase stock in corporations that spend some of that capital on political causes. And now that the Court has upheld the Affordable Care Act’s individual mandate to purchase health insurance, every American faces a requirement to fund the health insurance industry, notoriously active in national politics. The Knox majority’s apparent reliance upon reasonably established doc-
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trinal sources can blunt charges of political bias today, but claims for opt-in rights unrelated to union campaigning, should they materialize, would truly test the Court’s genuine loyalty to such an expansive bar on compelled subsidization.

3. Freedom of Speech — False Statements of Fact. — The Stolen Valor Act of 2005 makes it a federal misdemeanor for an individual to lie about having received military awards, and provides an enhanced penalty for those who misrepresent themselves as recipients of the Congressional Medal of Honor. Last Term, in United States v. Alvarez, the Supreme Court held that the Act violated the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. For much of its history, the Supreme Court’s doctrine on the First Amendment status of content-based speech restrictions has wandered, not always elegantly, between two approaches: first, declaring some categories of speech to be wholly unprotected based on historical precedent, and second, assessing regulations in an ad hoc manner based in part on the relevant speech’s affirmative social value. The plurality in Alvarez first determined that false statements of fact are not an unprotected category, and then found that the Act was invalid under strict scrutiny. While the Court reached the correct result, a better approach would have been to assess the speech’s protected status in terms of the harm it causes rather than focusing entirely on traditional categories. Such an approach would render First Amendment doctrine in this area more flexible while preserving the speech-protective benefits of the categorical method.

In 2007, at a meeting of the Three Valley Water District Board in Claremont, California, Xavier Alvarez falsely introduced himself as a “retired marine of 25 years” who had been “awarded the Congressional Medal of Honor” in 1987 after being wounded repeatedly in service. Alvarez was subsequently indicted under the Stolen Valor Act. He claimed that the statute was invalid under the First Amendment, but the United States District Court for the Central District of California rejected this argument. Alvarez pleaded guilty to the violation and was sentenced to three years’ probation, 416 hours of community service, and a $5,000 fine. However, he appealed his First Amendment claim to the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.
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